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Introduction

This paper proposes power-aware cache 
management.
Using  different strategy for read and write 
access.



Background

Oracle disk power management:
The entire disk request sequence is known in 
advance.
LE(t)=mini {pi(t-Ti)+Ci}

Practical disk power management:
The scheme use thresholds to determine when 
to spin down disks.



Interval Length



Off-line Power-Aware Greedy Algorithm

Deterministic miss:
Initially the deterministic miss only includes 
cold miss.
After each replacement, the algorithm update 
the set S.



Off-line Power-Aware Greedy Algorithm

a‘s leader                          a’s follower
a



Energy Penalty Cache Replacement Algorithm

Oracle:
LE(Li)+LE(Fi)-LE(Li+Fi)

Practical:
OL(Li)+OL(Fi)-OL(Li+Fi)

To calculate the energy penalty for evicting 
every resident block, it evicts the block with 
the minimum energy penalty.



Energy Penalty Cache Replacement Algorithm (Cont
.)

The algorithm looks at only the current set 
of deterministic misses when calculating the 
energy penalty for evicting a block.
Consideration  both miss ratio and energy 
penalty for a miss:

Not to differentiate among blocks whose 
energy penalties are smaller than a threshold.



Power-Aware On-line Algorithm
To keep track number of cold miss:

Bloom Filter.
To estimate the distribution of accesses for 
each disk:

employ a epoch-based histogram.
F(x)=P[X<=x];

PA:power-aware on-line cache management 
scheme.



Power-Aware On-line Algorithm

Algorithm keep track of :
the percentage of cold misses.
the cumulative distribution of interval lengths.

PA classifies all disks into two categories:
Priority:

small percentage of cold misses.
large interval lengths with high probability.

Regular 



PA-LRU
Maintain two stack:

LRU0:
Keeping blocks that belong to disks in the “regular”
class.

LRU1:
keeps blocks that belong to disks in the “priority”
class.

PA-LRU always evicts the bottom block of 
LRU0 if it is not empty.



PA-LRU(Cont.)

PA-LRU uses the request sequence’s 
characteristics during the previous epoch:

LRU0:
If the percentage of cold misses is larger than a 
threshold α.
given a cumulative probability p ,if  T is less than a 
threshold β.



Energy saving in multiple Modes



Experiment 

Using DiskSim simulator evaluate power-
aware cache management.
Simulation Parameter taken from  IBM 
Ultrastar 36Z15.
Two real time system traces:

OLTP (cache size:128MBytes ).
Cello96 (cache size:32MBytes).



Simulator Parameter



Trace Characteristics



Effects of Power-Aware Cache Replacement (OLTP)



Effects of Power-Aware Cache Replacement 
(Cello96)



Average response time



Percentage Time Breakdown



Mean request inter-arrival time



Spinup cost VS. Eenergy Saving



Storage Cache Write Policies

Four storage cache write policies:
Write-back 
Write-through 
Write back with eager update.
Write through with defferred update.



Inter-arrival Time Distribution

Exponential distribution (Poisson 
Distribution).

Almost regular traffic without burstiness. 
Pareto distribution.

Pareto distribution introduces burstiness in 
arrivals.



WB Energy Saving Percentage over WT



WB Energy Saving Percentage over WT



WBEU Energy Saving Percentage over WT



WBEU Energy Saving Percentage over WT



WTDU Energy Saving Percentage over WT



WTDU Energy Saving Percentage over WT



Conclusion
This paper propose:

Off-line OPG more efficient than Belady’s.
PA-LRU can use 16% less energy and lead to 
50% better response time.
Write policy: 

WBEU can reduce disk energy consumption up to 
45%.
For systems with strong persistency requirements, 
WTDU reduce up to 55%. 


